**HUTCHINSON AT QUARTERBACK**

Miller Will Not Start—Lamberton and Scoll For Front Names. Ramstad at Fullback.

**VERDIS "ALDA" TO STUDENTS**

Tuneful Modern Composition Given in Thanksgiving Week Furniture Lecture Recital on Thursday.

Verdi will be introduced to students at the University of Pennsylvania this year on Thanksgiving Day. The place of the team during the past season does not warrant, at most, more than wishful specks on the part of the undergraduates.

The reasons for this condition on a day on which Pennsylvania is usually a favorite are a season of artistic crises, rioted-upon stars on the sidelines, and men now playing for Pennsylvania who have not tasted the smoke of battle in a big game.

Yesterday's practice was, however encouraging. The ground at the Wurts Union field was good, and a good one kept up throughout the afternoon. After a cross-country walk, a light signal drill was held, with the men in the line of scrimmage. Lamberton was again placed at quarterback. Ramstad played the fullback, a much improved form in restoring and passing. Bradbrook and Kaufman played the end positions. The plays were run through with accuracy and without harm.

The injured men are improving rapidly. Lamberton and Kaufman, although much better than expected, are in the line, and will be able to start the game tomorrow. Priest, who has been rather light this week, will be able to start as well.

**FENCERS PREPARE FOR HARD SCHEDULE**

Basket Ball Candidates.

The trials held yesterday afternoon the following men were chosen to represent the Jefferson in their game against Radnor on Thursday: Wendel, back; Smith, fullback; Kline, halfback; Crane, center; Fries, left guard; Burn, left tackle; Braddock, left end; Donay, right end; Hime, right halfback; Ramstad, fullback.
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**UNIVERSITY NIGHT A SUCCESS**


The second event in the Junior Week program, the production of "Havana," was attended by a large and enthusiastic number of the undergraduates.

An occasional touch of fisticolor in the fencing session, so marred by the unsatisfactory test of the entire body, was very much appreciated and rewarded.

The new famous hit of "Havana" People, Peo-
ple: the production will be more successful and the success of the performance.

At the trials held yesterday afternoon the following men were chosen to represent the Jefferson in their game against Radnor on Thursday: Wendel, back; Smith, fullback; Kline, halfback; Crane, center; Fries, left guard; Burn, left tackle; Braddock, left end; Donay, right end; Hime, right halfback; Ramstad, fullback.
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**BOW AND GLEE CLUBS INDICATE ONE POSSIBLE OF SNOW, FOLLOWING THE GAME.**

**EARTHQUAKING IN RECOVERY AND PUNTING MUST BE A VICTORY TO THE UNDER-"**

The earthquake was not observed seriously on the part of the undergraduates. It was able to dispose of the entire body, there was a prevalence of violence and the ordinary applause which greeted the num-
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account of a contest to its readers before they have been able to leave the vicinity of Franklin Field.

The Michigan extra was on the street eight minutes after the time-keeper's whistle had blown, and the edition was exhausted before the ink was dry. The game was shown in detail and the entire paper was made up of live news.

It is the purpose of the editors to attempt to improve upon the Michigan issue in the Cornell extra, and in addition to the reproduction of the football game in detail, to enlarge upon the features of Junior Week with special articles concerning the affair.

The issue will be more fully illustrated with cuts of the Pennsylvania and Cornell players, and will make a most attractive souvenir of the day.

Owing to the holidays, The Pennsylvania extra will not appear on Friday and Saturday of this week.

Indeed, as yesterday's issue of the Philadelphia Evening Telegraph says, the collegiate stork has been more than kind to Pennsylvania.

It is better to be conservative in undertaking than to err on the side of exaggeration when published in the bally of prophecy. Due and definite correction can be made later when authoritative statistics are available. Such data, now in hand, indicates that the percent, made in these columns some few weeks since, of the probable growth of the University of Pennsylvania for the current academic year was bold and optimistic in comparison with the facts. The somewhat gen-

eral estimate of the enrollment was here and then made that Old Penn, in a few years, possibly one year, reach a reg-

istration of 5,000 students, a coveted figure which would rank it in convert-

ed strength with a small and select group of two or three institutions of higher education, and mark another step forward in its progress to pro-

nominon.

The statement was estimated, of course theoretically, from the rate of annual increment averaged during the past decade and strengthened by the matriculation figures reached up to the date of publication. The University, and there are both pleasure and satis-

faction in the recording, has never been obligated to wait a single year, to say nothing of several, to attain the 5,000 mark. The official registration, in fact, places the 3,500 mark. The Uni-

versity consists of 2,116 members. It has a large family, and it is a growing one.

The collegiate stork has been more than kind to Old Penn.

"TEMPITATION" CHAPEL THEME.

Dr. Piersol gave his final message at Exercises This Morning.

Dr. Piersol talked on "Temptation" at Chapel yesterday morning. He showed how the strong man meets his temptation successfully and is the stronger for the battle. On the other hand, mothers often make the mistake of allowing temptation instead of in-

itiating within their children those principles which will protect them against temptation is the living of our lives according to the word of God, and not because we are afraid of punish-
mint or hope for reward.

THE PENNSYLVANIAN.

Junior Ball

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 26th,
9 p.m.
in the Gymnasium

Tickets may be purchased from the Committee or at the office of The Pennsylvania.

Subscription — — — $3.00

Sporitng and Multi Tailors

You may be judged by the clothes you wear. We solicit an opportunity to convince you of our ability to clothe you.

Whelan & Stafford
1302-4 ARCH STREET

Uncommon Woolens

Common Price

OPERA AND SILK HATS

The celebrated 4500-ct. silk hat is now on the market, promises that many may now wear the distinguished socrer currently worn by the world's most fashionable men.

$6.

Designer and maker of correct hats for every age. Our hats called for, cared for and delivered free of charge.

FRIDAY'S SHOE SHINE PARLOR

PAPERS AND MAGAZINES OF ALL KINDS

3800 WOODLAND AVENUE

Opposite the Dormitories

Are you going to the games?

YOU WILL BE SEEN there by PEOPLE who appreciate WELF GROOMING.

MIS If your FACE and HAIR have received attention in the holidays, The Pennsyl-

HAN will lie profusely illustrated.

PENNSYLVANIA BARBER SHOP SERVICE

You can lift your hat with the knowledge that you look your best. See us about it.

Hair Cutting, 25 cents. Mustard, shaving, 10 cents.

3643 Woodland Ave.

Al. Barlow, Manager

Nicotine, Tar and Dennes absorbed by removing with hot water from the pipes and glazing and polishing, we guarantee to improve the appearance of your pipes, with.-

market, postage prepaid. First quality French Briar, Cornell Stem, $1.25. Straight, $1.00.

K. B. K. PATENT PIPE CO.

"Be the Bootees" for Men

Zimmermans

Distinctive shoes for men—for all occasionsto whom proper dressing is really important.

$6 & $5

2 Chestnut St. Zimmermans 1 & 3

1232 Market Street, Zimmermans Mini Arcades

Student Friend Shop Open Sunday.
**HOW ABOUT THOSE TICKETS?**

Another Voice Cries Out Against the Injustice of the Distribution of Tickets for Cornell Game.

(The Pennsylvania welcomes communications, but is not responsible for the sentiments expressed.) To the Editor of The Pennsylvania.

On opening my mail this morning I was pleased to find the tickets which I had sent for for the Cornell game were in the form of "saddles." Thinking that possibly my application had been drawn last out of the "saddles," I questioned four of my classmates and found that they had received seats in M. X. Y. For the privilege of getting these seats we had all forfeited our A. A. book coupons, which practically meant turning over $1 to the A. A., as they had given us seats under the hallucination that we stood some chance of getting decent seats.

Perish the thought! We all got seats which are much worse than the seats for which the coupons are exchanged. One of my classmates said: "I should have known better than to be a sucker two years in succession. I was doing the same wrong last year." Personally, I sent in for seats two years ago and did not receive my coupon, and received seats in L. This year, being particularly anxious to get seats for friends coming to see the game from a distance, I enclosethe coupon and gave seats in L. This year, being particularly anxious to get seats for friends coming to see the game from a distance, I enclosed the coupon and gave seats in L. Wondering where the 12,000 good seats in the field were going to, I went to the A. A. office and inquired. I found that the football team, Alumni, Benefactors of the University, Faculty, etc., were all helped to seats and that then the Athletic Association members took the rest. In other words, we do not get even an equal chance for good seats, and the little fable on the application blank reads, " Seats to be assigned BY LOT." It is like belonging to a club with a rule that reads, "After everybody else has everything that they want, the club members may have what privileges are left over." In other big universities in the East the A. A. members get the best seats, first the Sorority, then Zetas, etc., called upon a number of the Faculty today, and he stated that, being a member of the A. A. last year he sent in his coupon and got four of the worst seats on the field. This year he did not "send" in his coupon and received six seats in L. He gave me permission to use this information, also stating that he thought the A. A. members who sent in coupons should be given first choice, or at least even chances with the rest for seats, and that he didn't think he deserved his seats, not having sent in his coupon. He also made a terse statement to the effect that the A. A. members usually get the little end of the deal as far back as he could remember.

A wise man once said that "the wise man learns by the experiences of others." I, being a member of both the A. A. and the West Philadelphia Cricket Club, am well aware of how the A. A. members usually get the little end of the deal as far back as I can remember.

**BRADDOCK & ZELLEY 1/2**

112 So. 11th St.

Using the Pennsylvania as a medium, we wish to draw the students attention to our fine and well selected line of men's furnish-ings.

**The Commonswealth TITLE INSURANCE AND TRUST COMPANY**

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS, $2,100,000

12th Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

W. W. McCauld & Son Electrical Contractors

Lotasmithing and Bell Hanging

369 Market Street

Keyes: Wood 43 85 D

Bell: Preston 12-8 A

E. A. WRIGHT

College

Engraver, Printer, and Stationer

1016 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

Commemoration Invitations, Invitations and Programs, Memo- ries, Fraternity Inserts and Stationery, and Announcements and Invitations.

Samples Cheerfully Sent on Request.

**FOWNES GLOVES**

win Fashion's races "hands down"